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WEB DESIGN Textbook Assignment: Chapter 4: Planning a Successful Web Site, Part 2

POINTS: 20 (Note: This assignment is worth 20 points, not 10 points)
DIRECTIONS: Type the answers to the following questions as appropriate. Underline your answers to 
distinguish them from the questions. This document should have a professional appearance when 
complete. NOTE: Test questions will be based on this information.

1. Definitions: Briefly define the following terms:
1. internal style sheet is inserted within a page’s HTML heading tags
2. external style sheet is saved in the folder with the site’s pages and linked to them with an HTML tag
3. CSS 
4. layout grid is an underlying structure of rows and columns to position content on a page
5. table is an arrangement of columns and rows
6. site map 
7. frames

Types of links:
8. text links are a common way to navigate from section to section on the same page, from page to 

page, or from page to one site to a page at another site.
9. rollover link is a type of hidden link
10. image link is a link assigned to an image
11. image map is an image that contains hotspots
12. navigation menu is a list of related links
13. navigation bar generally uses graphic buttons to present links
14. navigation tab presents links as small tabs
15. breadcrumb trail is a hierarchical outline or horizontal list that shows a visitor the path he or she has 

taken from the home page to the page currently being viewed

PowerPoint Presentation:  Create a PowerPoint presentation from the Design Plan Checklist at the end of 
the chapter, pages 124-125, by following these steps:
1. On your computer, open NOTEPAD (in ACCESSORIES).
2. Enter the following in a new NOTEPAD document:

Web Site Design Plan Checklist
     (press tab key once) Web Design, term here (i.e. FALL 2009)
     (press tab key once) Presented by: your name #number
Step 1: Define the site’s purpose
     (press tab key once) Identify the primary and secondary goals for your Web site.
     (press tab key once) Determine the objectives necessary to meet the site’s goals.
     (press tab key once) Write a formal purpose statement for the site.

3. Enter the rest of the Design Plan Checklist on page 124-125 in your NOTEPAD document. Be careful to 
press the TAB key for bulleted items. Save the document as Design Plan (it will automatically be given a 
.txt extension).
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4. Following the directions on Creating a PowerPoint Presentation (on D2L CONTENT), open the Design 
Plan document in PowerPoint and create an attractive, professional presentation from the outline. Be 
sure to edit your presentation as follows:

1. Delete the first blank slide (there should be NO blank slides in the final presentation)
2. Spell check the presentation (press F7)
3. First slide should be TITLE SLIDE LAYOUT
4. Choose an attractive, professional design background for the presentation
5. Insert at least one appropriate graphic on each slide (you can use GOOGLE IMAGES)
6. Insert footers (slide number, date, your name and student number)
7. Too much text on a page? Cut some of it and create a new slide (CTRL M) and paste it on the 

new slide. Add an appropriate title to the slide (i.e. Step 3 Continued)
8. Save the presentation as a normal PowerPoint file (PPT).
9. Upload the PPT to BRAVEHOST.
10. Now save the file as a series of JPG images. To do this: 

• From your PowerPoint presentation, go to SAVE AS by tapping the F12 key.
• Choose JPG from the SAVE AS TYPE box. 
• If you get a message about saving the CURRENT slide only or all the slides, save them all. 

PPT will create a folder with the same name as the presentation, then save each slide as 
a JPG in the folder.

11. Now insert each of the JPGs from the presentation at the end of this document. Resize the images 
so that two of them fit side-by-side, so all the images do not take so much space in this document.

NOTE: If you have never created a PowerPoint presentation and have difficulty following these steps,  
be sure to contact your instructor for help.  It is easy and fun, so don’t worry!

Insert JPGs from your PowerPoint here:
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